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Abstract

We introduce the notion of functional dependencies of abstract interpretations rela-
tively to a binary operator of composition. Functional dependencies are obtained by
a functional composition of abstract domains, and provide a systematic approach
to construct new abstract domains. In particular, we study the case of autodepen-
dencies, namely monotone operators on a given abstract domain. Under suitable
hypotheses, this corresponds to a Moore-set completion of the abstract domain,
providing a compact lattice-theoretic representation for dependencies. We prove
that the abstract domain Def for ground-dependency analysis of logic programs
can be systematically derived by autodependencies of a more abstract (and simple)
domain for pure groundness analysis. Furthermore, we show that functional depen-
dencies can be applied in collecting semantics design by abstract interpretation to
systematically derive compositional semantics for logic programs.

1 Introduction

Functional dependencies belong to the standard Cousot and Cousot’s theory of ab-
stract interpretation, and have been firstly introduced in [12] as domain combination
for attribute dependent (or relational) analyses. In [12] the domain of functional
dependencies corresponds precisely to the domain of monotone mappings between
two abstract domains. Cousot and Cousot proved that this domain enjoys a Galois
insertion under suitable hypotheses, like reduction with respect to concretization.

In this paper we exploit the definition of functional dependency in [12] by ex-
tending this notion to the functional composition of abstract domains relatively to
a given concrete binary operator of composition, and apply it to data-flow anal-
ysis and semantics of logic programs. Our construction is general and can be
applied to any abstract interpretation in the standard framework of Cousot and
Cousot. The idea is to study the domain of monotone mappings between abstract



domains which encode the data-dependencies between the corresponding abstrac-
tions via a concrete operator of composition. In particular, we prove that simple
algebraic properties of the underlying binary operator of composition naturally in-
duce relevant lattice-theoretic properties of the corresponding domain of functional
dependencies. This is particularly significative in the case of autodependencies ,
i.e. the domain of monotone operators on a given abstract domain. In this case,
the space of autodependencies can be associated with some well known space of
functions, like closure operators, enjoying remarkable lattice-theoretic properties.
We introduce the Moore-set completion for an abstract domain, and prove that,
under suitable hypotheses, the space of autodependencies of an abstract domain
corresponds precisely to its (dual-)Moore-set completion. The Moore-set comple-
tion provides a different and alternative information with respect to well known
techniques for disjunctive completion of abstract domains, like down-set comple-
tion ([13]) and anti-chain completion ([15]). The Moore-set completion corresponds
indeed to upgrade a given abstract domain with its autodependencies relatively to
a lower bound concrete operator of composition.

Domain composition by functional dependencies provides a uniform approach to
study the relational information in data-flow analysis and semantics design by ab-
stract interpretation. In data-flow analysis, new and possibly more precise abstract
domains can be derived by functional composition of simpler (abstract) domains.
The relation between the Moore-set completion of an abstract domain and the space
of its autodependencies is here a key point in order to give an alternative repre-
sentation for dependencies in abstract domains. In particular, we prove in Subsec-
tion 5.1 that the well known domain Def of definite propositional formulae ([16])
for ground-dependency analysis of logic programs ([26]), is actually isomorphic to
the functional autodependencies of the more simple domain Ground (denoted G)
for pure groundness analysis ([24, 26]), relatively to the operator of intersection of
order ideals of substitutions. Also, Def is isomorphic to the dual-Moore-set comple-
tion of G. In semantics, abstract interpretation provides a systematic way to derive
semantics at different levels of abstraction ([14, 22]). Functional composition can
therefore be interpreted as a basic operator for semantic composition, providing
a systematic method to design new more descriptive semantics for programming
languages. In Subsection 5.2, we show that a compositional semantics for logic
programs, with respect to the union of sets of clauses (i.e. programs), can be sys-
tematically derived by abstract interpretation from a more concrete semantics of
SLD-traces. The compositional semantics corresponds to the functional autode-
pendencies of a very abstract (non-compositional) semantics for computed answer
substitutions ([18]), relatively to an operator of trace-unfolding. This provides an
alternative characterization of the semantics in [6], and introduces a framework for
the definition of new compositional semantics for logic programs. This approach
has several advantages with respect to previous techniques (e.g., the approach in
[6]). In particular, it can be applied to arbitrary semantics, provided that they
can be derived by abstract interpretation from a more concrete (operational) one.
This is the case (see [22]) for the semantics of call patterns ([20]), Heyting ([25]),
computed answer substitutions ([18]), Clark ([8, 18]) and Herbrand ([29]). This ap-
proach is general and independent from specific semantic representations (e.g., by
means of atoms, clauses, etc.), and therefore it can be universally applied to design
compositional semantics with respect to arbitrary observable properties.

Throughout the paper, we will assume familiarity with the standard notions of
lattice theory ([5]) and abstract interpretation ([11, 12]).



2 Preliminaries

If A is a poset and I ⊆ A then ↓ I = {x ∈ A | ∃y ∈ I. x ≤A y}. For x ∈ A,
↓ x is a shorthand for ↓ {x}. ℘↓(A) denotes the set of order ideals of A, where
I ⊆ A is an order ideal if I =↓ I. ℘↓(A) is a complete lattice with respect to set-
theoretic inclusion. If A is a poset with bottom element ⊥ then an element a ∈ A
is an atom if a 6= ⊥ and for all x ∈ A, ⊥ < x ≤ a implies x = a. A lattice is
atomistic if every element different from ⊥ is the join of the atoms which precede it.
The complete lattice of total (monotone, continuous) functions from the complete
lattice A into the complete lattice B equipped with the functional pointwise order
(i.e., f v g iff ∀x ∈ A. f(x) ≤B g(x)) is denoted A → B (A→mB, A→cB). Let
〈A,≤,∧,∨,>,⊥〉 be a complete lattice (sometimes also denoted A≤). An upper
(lower) closure operator on A is a map ρ : A → A monotone, idempotent and
extensive (reductive), i.e., for every x ∈ A, x ≤ ρ(x) (ρ(x) ≤ x). Any (upper or
lower) closure operator ρ is uniquely determined by the set of its fixpoints, which
is its image ρ(A) = fp(ρ). We denote uco(A) (lco(A)) the set of all upper (lower)
closure operators on A. uco(A) and lco(A) are complete lattices with respect to
the pointwise ordering. If ρ ∈ uco(A) (ρ ∈ lco(A)) then ρ(A) is a (dual-)Moore-
set , i.e. a subset of A which contains > (⊥) and it is closed with respect to the glb
(lub). If A and D are posets and α : D → A, γ : A → D are monotone maps
such that ∀x ∈ D. x ≤D γ(α(x)) and ∀y ∈ A. α(γ(y)) ≤A y, then we call the
quadruple (D, α,A, γ) a Galois connection (G.c.) between D and A. If in addition
∀y ∈ A. α(γ(y)) = y, then we call (D, α,A, γ) a Galois insertion (G.i.) of A in
D. In the setting of abstract interpretation, D and A are called, respectively, the
concrete and the abstract domain, and they are assumed to be complete lattices,
whereas α and γ are called the abstraction and the concretization maps, respectively.
Also, A is called an abstract interpretation (or abstraction) of D. If (D, α,A, γ) is a
G.i., then the concretization and abstraction mappings, γ and α, are 1-1 and onto,
respectively. Moreover, any G.c. may be lifted to a G.i. identifying in an equivalence
class those values of the abstract domain with the same concrete meaning. This
process is known as reduction of the abstract domain.

In the following, Σ, Π and Var will respectively denote a set of function symbols,
a set of predicate symbols and a denumerable set of variables defining a first-order
language L. The set of terms, atoms and Horn clauses over L are denoted Term,
Atom and Clause respectively. Term∅ and Atom∅ denote the corresponding
sets of ground objects. The set of (definite) logic programs is denoted Program.
Sequences of objects with the same type (variables, atoms, etc.) are sometimes
denoted s̄. Concatenation of sequences is denoted ::. The empty sequence is Λ,
while a | s̄ denotes a sequence with first element a. If A is a set of syntactic objects
then inst(A) and ground(A) denote respectively the set of instances and ground
instances of elements in A. We restrict our interest to idempotent substitutions
ranging in Sub, unless explicitly stated otherwise. A syntactic object t is more
general than t′ (denoted t′ ≤ t) iff there exists a substitution θ such that t′ = tθ.
Syntactic objects t1 and t2 are equivalent up to renaming, denoted t1 ∼ t2, iff
t1 ≤ t2 and t2 ≤ t1. Term/∼, Atom/∼, Clause/∼ and Sub/∼ are complete
lattices with respect to≤. With abuse of notation, they will be often denoted Term,
Atom, Clause and Sub. Since all the definitions in the paper are independent on
syntactic variable names, we will let a syntactic object to denote its equivalence
class by renaming. For a syntactic object s and a set of (equivalence classes by
renaming) of objects I, we denote by 〈c1, . . . , cn〉 <<s I (n ≥ 0), that c1, . . . , cn are
representatives of elements of I renamed apart from s and from each other.



3 Functional dependencies of abstract interpreta-

tions

In this section we study the functional dependencies between abstract domains rel-
atively to a fixed basic operator of composition for concrete denotations. The basic
underlying structure is called semantic structure, and it is defined as a complete
lattice together with the binary operator of composition. This name is justified by
its use in the semantic definition of logic programming, as shown later in Section 5.

Definition 3.1 A semantic structure is a pair 〈D≤,�〉, where D≤ is a complete
lattice and � : D×D→ D is a monotone binary operator on D. 2

We consider functional dependencies relatively to a fixed semantic structure
〈D≤,�〉, namely we consider the domain of functional dependencies of denotations
in D relatively to the basic composition operator �.

Definition 3.2 Let 〈D≤,�〉 be a semantic structure, γ1 : D1 → D be a monotonic
function between complete lattices and (D, α2,D2, γ2) be a Galois connection. The
domain of functional dependencies from D1 into D2 relatively to � is the set of
functions {λx.α2(d � γ1(x)) ∈ D1 → D2 | d ∈ D}, partially ordered by the
pointwise functional ordering relation, and denoted by D1→�D2. 2

It is worth noting that |D1→�D2| ≤ |D|. Moreover, in the following we will often
assume that γ1 belongs to a Galois connection, i.e. (D, α1,D1, γ1) is a G.c. In this
case we call D1 and D2 the domain and range abstract interpretations.

The above definition of functional dependencies generalizes the original proposal
of Cousot and Cousot in [12]. A functional dependency is here associated with any
concrete denotation d ∈ D, and it is a mapping which associates with any abstract
value x ∈ D1 an element of D2 which corresponds to the composition of d and x via
�. Therefore, a functional dependency in D1→

�D2, for a concrete object d ∈ D,
encodes how d reacts when composed with any object described by the domain
abstract interpretation D1, with respect to the range abstract interpretation D2.

Clearly, each functional dependency λx.α2(d � γ1(x)) is a monotone mapping,
i.e., D1→�D2 ⊆ D1→mD2. The poset of functional dependencies D1→�D2 is
indeed a complete lattice, where the lub coincides with that of D1→mD2, whenever
� is left-additive.

Proposition 3.3 If � is left-additive then D1→�D2 is a complete join-sublattice
of D1→

mD2.

In general, the lattice of monotone mappings D1→mD2 cannot be viewed as an
abstract interpretation of D, unless � is left-additive, as specified below.

Theorem 3.4 If � is left-additive then (D, α,D1→mD2, γ) is a Galois connection,
where for any d ∈ D, α(d) = λx ∈ D1.α2(d� γ1(x)).

It is now simple to associate with (D, α,D1→mD2, γ) a corresponding Galois
insertion by reducing the abstract domain D1→mD2.

Corollary 3.5 Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.4, D1→�D2 is isomorphic to
(D1→mD2)/≡γ

, where f ≡γ g iff γ(f) = γ(g), for any f ,g ∈ D1→mD2.



In view of the above basic results, in the rest of the paper we will take for granted
the following assumption.

Assumption 3.6 In any semantic structure 〈D≤,�〉, � is left-additive. 2

Example 3.7 Consider the following two abstract domains Sign and Parity for
sign and parity analysis of an integer variable ([11, 12]).
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The corresponding G.i.’s are (℘(ZZ)⊆, αs,Sign, γs), (℘(ZZ)⊆, αp,Parity, γp), where
abstraction and concretization mappings are the most natural.
The domain of functional dependencies from Sign into Parity relatively to the
glb ∩ of ℘(ZZ) is Sign→∩Parity = {λx.αp(S ∩ γs(x)) ∈ Sign → Parity | S ∈
℘(ZZ)}, and, since ∩ is obviously left-additive, by Corollary 3.5, it enjoys a Galois
insertion into ℘(ZZ). This lattice consists of twenty elements. It is a very expressive
abstract interpretation since it allows to represent several sets of integers which
are not representable neither in Sign nor in Parity. For example, this abstract
interpretation is able to represent the sets of integers below.

• The null value

λx.αp({0} ∩ γs(x)) =





>s 7→ e
− 7→ ⊥p

7→ ⊥p

⊥s 7→ ⊥p

γ
7−→ {0}

• The positive and even integers

λx.αp({x ∈ ZZ | x > 0, x even}∩γs(x)) =





>s 7→ e
− 7→ ⊥p

7→ e
⊥s 7→ ⊥p

γ
7−→{x ∈ ZZ | x > 0, x even}

2

4 Autodependencies and Moore-set completions

A relevant case of functional dependencies between abstract interpretations is given
by the autodependencies of an abstract domain.

Definition 4.1 Let 〈D≤,�〉 be a semantic structure, and (D, α,A, γ) be a Galois
connection. The domain of autodependencies of A relatively to � is A→�A. 2

Therefore, A→�A = {λx.α(d � γ(x)) ∈ A→mA | d ∈ D}. Corollary 3.5 implies
that autodependencies enjoy a Galois insertion into D (whenever � is left-additive).
In the following, we adopt a more concise notation and often denote by Dep�(A)
the domain of autodependencies A→�A. Note that Dep�(A) is precisely the set
of best correct approximations ([12]) of the family of concrete operators λx.d�x ∈
D→mD, for d ∈ D. Moreover, note that when � is an idempotent operator (i.e.,
∀x. x � x = x) which implements a lower (upper) bound operator on D (i.e.,
∀x,y. x� y ≤ x,y (x,y ≤ x� y)), then λx.d� x ∈ lco(D) (λx.d� x ∈ uco(D)),
for any d ∈ D.



The case of autodependencies for an abstract interpretation is important because
it is always possible to identify some special cases where Dep�(A) corresponds
to well known function spaces. In particular, when � implements an idempotent
lower (upper) bound operator on D, we obtain lower (upper) closure operators as
denotations for autodependencies, as specified by the following result.

Theorem 4.2 Let (D, α,A, γ) be a G.i. and � be an idempotent binary operator.

(i) If � is a lower bound such that for any d,d′ ∈ D, γ(α(d�d′)) ≤ d�γ(α(d′)),
then Dep�(A) ⊆ lco(A).

(ii) If � is an upper bound such that for any d,d′ ∈ D, d� γ(α(d′)) ≤ γ(α(d�
d′)), then Dep�(A) ⊆ uco(A).

Whenever � coincides with the glb of D, i.e. � = ∧, Assumption 3.6 of left-
additivity of � corresponds to the requirement that D is infinitely inf-distributive.
Further, whenever � = ∨, Assumption 3.6 is obviously always satisfied. We call
the dependencies in Dep∧(A) and Dep∨(A), meet-autodependencies and join-
autodependencies , respectively. It is possible to show that in such cases the hy-
potheses in (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4.2 are satisfied.

Corollary 4.3

(i) If D is infinitely inf-distributive then Dep∧(A) is a complete join-sublattice
of lco(A).

(ii) If (D, α,A, γ) is a Galois insertion then Dep∨(A) ⊆ uco(A).

The following is a simple example of meet-autodependencies.

Example 4.4 Consider the domain Sign of Example 3.7. Taking as concrete com-
position operator the glb ∩ of ℘(ZZ), by Corollary 4.3 (i), we have that Dep∩(Sign) ⊆
lco(Sign). It is possible to verify that Dep∩(Sign) = lco(Sign), and they cor-
respond precisely to the following abstract domain, which includes denotations for
possibly null values.
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The key point in this example is that Dep∩(Sign) captures the null value [0], which
is encoded by the lower closure λx.α({0} ∩ γ(x)), which corresponds to its dual-
Moore-set of fixpoints {>,⊥}. This provides the basis to define denotations for
non-positive and non-negative values. Indeed, Dep∩(Sign) captures also positive
(negative) and possibly null sets of integers, denoted respectively by [0] and [−0],
corresponding to the lower closure operators λx.α(I+ ∩ γ(x)) and λx.α(I− ∩ γ(x)),
where I+ and I− are any element in {I ∪ {0} ∈ ℘(ZZ) | I 6= ∅, ∀x ∈ I. x > 0} and
{I ∪ {0} ∈ ℘(ZZ) | I 6= ∅, ∀x ∈ I. x < 0}, respectively. The set of fixpoints of these
closures are, respectively, {>, ,⊥} and {>,−,⊥}, and they represent precisely the
sets of non-negative and non-positive integers, respectively. 2

We now introduce a powerset completion for abstract interpretations which pro-
vides a representation for spaces of functional autodependencies of abstract do-
mains.



Definition 4.5 Let (D, α,A, γ) be a Galois connection. The (dual-)Moore-set
completion of A isM(A) (DM(A)), whereM(A) = {M ⊆ A | M is a Moore-set}
(DM(A) = {M ⊆ A | M is a dual-Moore-set}), ordered by the supset (subset)
relation. 2

It is well known thatM(A) is (isomorphic to) the complete lattice uco(A) of upper
closure operators on A, whileDM(A) is (isomorphic to) the complete lattice lco(A)
of lower closure operators on A ([30]). The following two results relating the dual-
Moore-set completion DM(A) to the abstract and concrete domains A, D hold.

Theorem 4.6 (DM(A), α̂,A, γ̂) is a Galois insertion, where α̂(M) = ∨AM and
γ̂(a) = ↓a, for any M ∈ DM(A) and a ∈ A.

Theorem 4.7 Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2 (i), (D, α̃,DM(A), γ̃) is a
Galois connection, where for any d ∈ D, α̃(d) = {x ∈ A | α(d � γ(x)) = x}.

Therefore, the dual-Moore-set completion of an abstract domain is an abstract
interpretation (i.e. it enjoys a Galois insertion into the concrete domain), when
reduced relatively to the corresponding autodependencies. Autodependencies are
then the right way to interpret dual-Moore-set completions. Moreover, by Theorem
4.6, the dual-Moore-set completion is a domain refinement, namely it contains the
original domain as an abstract interpretation. Note that the dual-Moore-set com-
pletion cannot be compared with the disjunctive completions introduced in [15].
We consider the case of the down-set completion in the following example.

Example 4.8 Consider the domain Sign of Example 3.7. As pointed out in
Example 4.4, the dual-Moore-set completion of Sign (viz. lco(Sign)) is exactly
Dep∩(Sign). By contrast, the down-set completion of Sign is the domain ℘↓(Sign)
depicted below.
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The dual-Moore-set completion of Sign, Dep∩(Sign), does not provide a denota-
tion for non-null values, which instead can be obtained by the down-set completion
of Sign, ℘↓(Sign), notably by the order ideal {,−,⊥}. This example shows that
the dual-Moore-set completion does not correspond to the disjunctive down-set
completion. 2

The following result shows that the domain A is always an abstract interpre-
tation of its meet-autodependencies Dep∧(A), therefore extending Theorem 4.6
when1 Dep∧(A) ⊂ lco(A) (cf. Corollary 4.3 (i)).

Proposition 4.9 If D is infinitely inf-distributive then (Dep∧(A), ᾱ,A, γ̄) is a
Galois insertion, where ᾱ(λx.α(d ∧ γ(x))) = ∨A{y ∈ A | α(d ∧ γ(y)) = y} and
γ̄(y) = λx.y ∧ x, for any d ∈ D and y ∈ A.

We now give a sufficient condition on abstract interpretations (D, α,A, γ) in
order that meet-autodependencies of A and the dual-Moore-set completion of A
coincide, i.e. Dep∧(A) = lco(A).

1We write S ⊂ T if S is a proper subset of T.



Definition 4.10 A Galois insertion (D, α,A, γ) is separated if for any x ∈ A,
there exists dx ∈ D such that α(dx) = x, and for each y ∈ A such that x 6≤A y,
dx ∧ γ(y) = ⊥D holds. 2

It is well known ([12]) that in any abstract interpretation (D, α,A, γ), the abstract
domain A is isomorphic (by γ) with a (Moore) set AD ⊆ D. In separated abstract
interpretations the elements in AD are all join-irreducible, i.e., for any x, a,b ∈ AD,
x 6= ⊥D: x = a ∨D b ⇒ x = a or x = b. Intuitively, in separated abstract
interpretations each abstract denotation represents some concrete objects which
cannot be described through the other denotations. Examples of separated abstract
interpretations are the domain Sign of Example 3.7 and the abstract domain G of
Subsection 5.1 for pure groundness analysis of logic programs. Note, however, that
Dep∩(Sign) is not separated (consider the element x as 6=0).

Theorem 4.11 If (D, α,A, γ) is a separated Galois insertion and D is infinitely
inf-distributive, then Dep∧(A) = lco(A).

When Dep∧(A) = lco(A), the domain of meet-autodependencies enjoys the fol-
lowing lattice-theoretic properties inherited from lco(A): (1) Dep∧(A) is atom-
istic ([30]); (2) Dep∧(A) is distributive or complemented or a Boolean algebra iff
A is a complete well-ordered chain ([27]); and (3) if A satisfies the descending
chain condition then Dep∧(A) is dual-pseudo-complemented ([23]), namely for any
x ∈ Dep∧(A), there exists a unique x∗ ∈ Dep∧(A) such that x t x∗ = >, and
if x t y = > then x∗ v y, for any y ∈ Dep∧(A). Atomicity is an interesting
property in abstract interpretation: atoms represent primitive properties, and each
(non primitive) property can be generated by collecting primitive ones.

It is possible to see that in the case of join-autodependencies of A, Dep∨(A) is
always isomorphic to A.

Proposition 4.12 If (D, α,A, γ) is a Galois insertion then Dep∨(A) ∼= A.

Therefore, we can conclude that while the meet-autodependencies may capture the
dual-Moore-set completions, the join-autodependencies does not add any further
information to the original domain of abstraction.

5 Applications: data-flow analysis and semantics

In this section, we consider two examples of applications of functional dependencies
in the context of data-flow analysis of logic programs and systematic design of
semantics for logic programs by abstract interpretation.

5.1 Systematic derivation of ground-dependency analysis

We show that the abstract domain Def , introduced by Dart in [16], and used by
Marriott and Søndergaard for ground-dependency analysis in [26], can be systemat-
ically derived by meet-autodependencies of the more abstract (and simple) domain
for pure groundness analysis G ([24, 26]), relatively to the set-theoretic intersection
of order ideals of concrete substitutions.

Consider the following semantic structure for sets of concrete substitutions
〈℘↓(Sub)⊆,∩〉, containing sets of substitutions closed by instantiation, viz. order
ideals. The analysis of pure groundness for sets of substitutions in ℘↓(Sub), rela-
tively to a (non-empty) finite set of variables of interest V ⊆ Var, can be obtained



by the Galois insertion (℘↓(Sub), αg, ℘(V)⊇, γg), where for any Θ ∈ ℘↓(Sub) and
W ∈ ℘(V), αg(Θ) = {x ∈ V | ∀σ ∈ Θ. var(σ(x)) = ∅}, while γg(W) = {σ ∈
Sub | ∀x ∈W. var(σ(x)) = ∅}. It is worth noting that γg is closed by instantiation
(i.e., if σ ∈ γg(W) and σ′ ≤ σ then σ′ ∈ γg(W)), and therefore, correctly, γg(W)
is an order ideal. We denote by GV the abstract domain ℘(V)⊇, which is, clearly,
a finite distributive lattice. In the case of two variables, G{x,y} is depicted below.

{x,y}

{x}
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{y}
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It is clear that Boolean functions can be represented by means of propositional
formulae ([2, 26]). Recall that a Boolean function f is positive if f(true,. . . , true) =
true. Def V is the finite lattice (with respect to the usual implication partial order)
of definite formulae on V, i.e. positive Boolean functions on V whose models are
closed under intersection (for more details see [2]). The abstraction and concretiza-
tion maps between Def and ℘↓(Sub) are well known, and can be found, e.g., in [26].
Also in this case, we remark that the concretization of any definite formula is an
order ideal of substitutions. As an example, assuming V = {x,y, z,u}, the formula
x∧ (y ↔ z) is an element of Def V that represents all the substitutions σ such that
for any instance σ′ of σ the following conditions hold: the term σ′(x) is ground,
and σ′(y) is ground iff σ′(z) is ground. In particular, σ1 = {x/a,y/b, z/c} and
σ2 = {x/a,y/w, z/w,v/u} satisfy this property. Thus, {σ1, σ2} ⊆ γ(x ∧ (y ↔ z)).

Clearly, the domain for groundness analysis GV may be equivalently represented
by means of conjunctive propositional formulae on V, by associating any W ∈ GV
with the formula ∧W (viz. the conjunction of all the variables in W).

DefV can be systematically derived by lifting GV to its autodependencies, or,
equivalently, by dual-Moore-set completion of GV.

Proposition 5.1 (℘↓(Sub), αg,GV, γg) is a separated abstract interpretation.

Therefore, by Theorem 4.11, Dep∩(GV) = lco(GV) = DM(GV). The following
result provides an alternative lattice-theoretic characterization of Def in terms of
meet-autodependencies of groundness (or, alternatively, as dual-Moore-set comple-
tion of groundness).

Theorem 5.2 DefV ∼= Dep∩(GV) = DM(GV).

For the case of Def{x,y}, we obtain the same lattice structure in Example 4.4.
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The correspondence between Def -formulae and dual-Moore-sets of G is given by the
model-theoretic interpretation of Def -formulae. For V = {x,y} we have: x ∧ y =
{{x,y}}, x = {{x}, {x,y}}, y = {{y}, {x,y}}, x ↔ y = {∅, {x,y}}, x → y =
{∅, {y}, {x,y}}, y → x = {∅, {x}, {x,y}}, and true = {∅, {x}, {y}, {x,y}}.

It is worth noticing that the operation of conjunction, which usually imple-
ments abstract unification in ground-dependency analysis by Def , can be easily



implemented by set-intersection on the corresponding dual-Moore-set completion.
Furthermore, Def shares the lattice-theoretic properties of lower closures, being
atomistic and dual-pseudo-complemented. In particular, by the first property, any
element in DefV can be represented as the join of the atoms that imply it. An atom
is here a dual-Moore-set {W,V}, where W ∈ ℘(V). For instance, the dependency
x→ y can be represented by joining the atomic dual-Moore sets {{y}, {x,y}} and
{∅, {x,y}}. This may provide a concise representation for ground-dependencies. It
is worth noting that Dep∩(Def) 6= Def , namely Def is not dependency closed. In
particular, the dependency relation (x→ y)→ y is precisely x ∨ y 6∈ Def .2

5.2 Systematic derivation of compositional semantics

In this subsection we systematically derive compositional semantics for logic pro-
grams by composing semantics according to their functional dependencies. In the
following, a semantics for logic programs is a pair 〈C,T〉, where Cv is a com-
plete lattice (the semantic domain) and T : Program → (C→cC). T(P) is often
denoted TP, for P ∈ Program.

As Cousot and Cousot proved in [14], semantics of a programming language can
all be derived by abstract interpretation of a more concrete reference semantics . A
natural choice for a reference concrete semantics is the operational description of
the computational process, which is in logic programming SLD resolution. In the
following, we recall some basic results from [22], where a hierarchy of semantics for
logic programs has been introduced, based on standard SLD resolution. We fix the
Prolog left-to-right selection rule. The operational semantics of a logic program P
is defined as execution traces in a labeled transition system defining SLD resolution
as follows: SLD = 〈State, {

c
−→ | c ∈ P}〉, where states are goals State = Atom∗,

and transitions are labeled with program clauses,
c
−→ ⊆ State× State, such that

a | b̄
c
−→(body :: b̄)ϑ iff c = h ← body is a renamed apart clause in P, and

ϑ = mgu(a,h). The transitive closure of −→ is denoted
c̄
−→∗, where c̄ ∈ P∗. We

denote TP(SLD) the set of (finite) execution traces of SLD, with arbitrary elements
π. π0 denotes the first element of the trace π. TP(SLD) is inductively defined by
the rules:

s ∈ State

s ∈ TP(SLD)

s
c
−→π0 ∧ π ∈ TP(SLD)

s
c
−→π ∈ TP(SLD)

.

A key point in this construction is that execution traces can be equivalently rep-
resented by restricting the interest to AND-compositional execution traces only.
Intuitively a set of traces is AND-compositional if the execution trace of any (pos-
sibly non-atomic) goal can be reconstructed by composing traces for its atomic
subgoals. The inductive definition of the set E of AND-compositional execution
traces for atomic goals is given in [22] as in Table 1. Rules 1 and 2 specify a
big-step semantics as (positive) inductive definition with universe the set of traces
from atomic goals only, denoted T a

P (SLD) ⊆ TP(SLD). The first rule specifies an
atomic transition from an atomic goal h with clause c. The second rule specifies
the AND-compositionality of derivations for a clause c. This is obtained by com-
posing the successful transitions for the first k−1 atoms of the body, with the state
(goal) produced from a derivation of the kth atom of the body. The following the-
orem justifies the interest in AND-compositional traces, relating SLD-traces with
AND-compositional ones.

2This observation is due to Roberto Bagnara.



1
c = h← b1, ...,bn ∈ P

h
c
−→〈b1, ...,bn〉 ∈ E

2

c = h← b1, ...,bn ∈ P

〈〈ai
c̄i−→Λ〉k−1

i=1 , ak
c̄k−→b̄〉 <<c E (1 ≤ k ≤ n)

θ = mgu(〈b1, ...,bk〉, 〈a1, ..., ak〉)

(h
c
−→〈b1, ...,bn〉

c̄1−→...
c̄k−→b̄ :: 〈bk1, ...,bn〉)θ ∈ E

Table 1: AND-compositional traces

Theorem 5.3 ([22]) Let G = g1, ...,gn be a goal. G
c̄
−→+b̄ ∈ TP(SLD) iff there

exist 〈〈hi
c̄i−→Λ〉k−1

i=1 ,hk
c̄k−→b̄k〉 <<G E (1 ≤ k ≤ n) s.t. δ = mgu(〈g1, ...,gk〉, 〈h1, ...,hk〉),

c̄ = c̄1 :: ... :: c̄k, and b̄ ∼ (b̄k :: 〈gk1, ...,gn〉)δ.

As usual (cf. [1]), a continuous operator ϕP on ℘(T a
P (SLD)) can be systemati-

cally derived by the inductive definition of E in Table 1, such that E = lfp(ϕP).
In the following, we consider 〈℘(T a

P (SLD))⊆, ϕP〉 as the reference semantics. El-

ements in ℘(T a
P (SLD)) are called trace interpretations. This semantics models

AND-compositional execution traces for atomic goals, yet providing a fixpoint op-
erational semantics for logic programs which is equivalent to SLD resolution by
Theorem 5.3.

The semantic domain ℘(T a
P (SLD)) can be extended to a semantic structure by

considering the trace-unfolding as basic binary operator for trace composition.

Definition 5.4 Define ∇ : ℘(T a
P (SLD))×℘(T a

P (SLD)) → ℘(T a
P (SLD)) such that

for any X,Y ∈ ℘(T a
P (SLD)),

X∇Y =





πϑ

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

c = h
c̄
−→b1, ...,bn ∈ X,

〈〈ai
c̄i−→Λ〉k−1

i=1 , ak
c̄k−→b̄〉 <<c Y (1 ≤ k ≤ n)

ϑ = mgu(〈b1, ...,bk〉, 〈a1, ..., ak〉),
π = h

c̄
−→〈b1, ...,bn〉

c̄1−→...
c̄k−→b̄ :: 〈bk1, ...,bn〉





.

2

The trace-unfolding operator above satisfies the following basic algebraic properties.

Proposition 5.5 The operator ∇ is left-additive, i.e. (∪i∈IXi)∇X = ∪i∈I(Xi∇X),
associative ([17]), and ∅ is a left-annihilator for ∇, i.e. ∅∇X = ∅.

Hence, 〈℘(T a
P (SLD))⊆,∇〉 is a semantic structure where the basic Assumption 3.6

is satisfied. In particular, Corollary 3.5 implies that if (℘(T a
P (SLD)), α1,D1, γ1)

and (℘(T a
P (SLD)), α2,D2, γ2) are G.c.’s, then (℘(T a

P (SLD)), α,D1→∇D2, γ) is
a Galois insertion, where for any trace interpretation I ∈ ℘(T a

P (SLD)), α(I) =
λx.α2(I∇γ1(x)). A trace interpretation is therefore abstracted in D1→∇D2 by a
function that encodes the transformation by unfolding of traces approximated in
D1 into traces approximated in D2.

The key point here is that each Galois connection (℘(T a
P (SLD)), α,D, γ) ac-

tually induces an (abstract) semantics for logic programs 〈D, α◦ϕP◦γ〉, which is
clearly correct3 with respect to the reference semantics 〈℘(T a

P (SLD)), ϕP〉, yet pro-
viding the best correct approximation for ϕP in D. Therefore, any pair of semantics
which can be derived from 〈℘(T a

P (SLD)), ϕP〉 by abstract interpretation, can be
functionally composed, yet providing a semantics for logic programs.

3In the sense of abstract interpretation ([11]), i.e. α(lfp(ϕP)) ≤D lfp(α◦ϕP◦γ).



The following is a list of some well known semantics for logic programs that can
all be derived by abstract interpretation from 〈℘(T a

P (SLD)), ϕP〉. Some of them
have been used in [4, 9, 19] for data-flow analysis of logic programs. Each semantics
is provided with the corresponding abstraction, hence with a Galois connection
(indeed insertion). A more complete treatment for semantics derivable by abstract
interpretation from a reference semantics is in [10, 22]. In what follows, we denote
by γx the unique upper adjoint to αx for x ∈ {s,Call,S, C,H}, and consider any
X ∈ ℘(T a

P (SLD)).

• The sequence abstraction αs is obtained by approximating finite traces by the pair
of their initial and final states in a clause-like form. αs : ℘(T a

P (SLD))→ ℘(Clause)
is such that αs(X) = {h← b̄ | h

c̄
−→∗b̄ ∈ X}. This abstraction induces a semantics

which is equivalent to the semantics for partial answers in [20]. The semantics for
call patterns in [20] can also be derived by further approximating partial answers.
Recall that an atom a ∈ Atom is a call pattern for a goal G in a program P if
G

c̄
−→∗a | b̄ ∈ TP(SLD). The corresponding abstraction αCall : ℘(T a

P (SLD)) →

℘(BClause) is αCall(X) = {h ← a | h
c̄
−→∗a | b̄ ∈ X}, and induces a semantics

which is equivalent to Call = 〈℘(BClause)⊆,TCall
P 〉 (i.e., TCall

P = αCall◦ϕP◦γCall)
where denotations are sets of binary clauses ranging in BCaluse, representing call
patterns for atomic goals, and where by defining Φ = {h ← h | h ∈ Atom}, for
each I ∈ ℘(BClause):

TCall
P (I) =



 (h← b)ϑ

∣∣∣∣∣∣

c ≡ h← b1, ...,bn ∈ P (1 ≤ k ≤ n)

〈〈ai ← Λ〉k−1
i=1 , 〈ak ← b〉〉 <<c X ∪ Φ

ϑ = mgu(〈b1, ...,bk〉, 〈a1, ..., ak〉)



 .

• The success abstraction αS : ℘(T a
P (SLD)) → ℘(Atom) approximates any fi-

nite successful trace with its initial state, while non successful traces are simply
ignored: αS(X) = {h | h

c̄
−→∗Λ ∈ X}. Notice that it induces a best correct

approximation which is equivalent to the s-semantics ([18]) for computed answers,
S = 〈℘(Atom)⊆,TS

P〉, (i.e., TS
P = αS◦ϕP◦γS) where for each I ∈ ℘(Atom):

TS
P(I) =



 hϑ

∣∣∣∣∣∣

c ≡ h← b1, ...,bn ∈ P
〈b′

1, ...,b
′
n〉 <<c I, n ≥ 0

ϑ = mgu(〈b1, ...,bn〉, 〈b′
1, ...,b

′
n〉)



 .

• The Clark’s abstraction αC = inst◦αS maps successful traces to the set of in-
stances of their initial states, while non successful traces are ignored. Notice that,
it induces a best correct approximation which is equivalent to Clark’s semantics4

for correct answers, C = 〈inst(℘(Atom))⊆,TC
P〉, (i.e., TC

P = αC◦ϕP◦γC) where
for each I ∈ inst(℘(Atom)): TC

P(I) = {hϑ | c ≡ h ← b1, ...,bn ∈ P, ϑ ∈
Sub, b1ϑ, ...,bnϑ ∈ I}.
• Finally, the Herbrand’s abstraction αH = ground◦αS maps successful traces to
the set of ground instances for their initial states, while non-successful traces are ig-
nored. The corresponding semantics is the well known Herbrand’s semantics ([29]),
H = 〈℘(Atom∅)⊆,TH

P 〉, (i.e., TH
P = αH◦ϕP◦γH) where for each I ∈ ℘(Atom∅):

TH
P (I) = {h ∈ Atom∅ | h← b̄ ∈ ground(P), b̄ ⊆ I}.

Let A and B be semantics. In the following we abuse by letting A→∇B denote
both the semantics which corresponds to the functional composition of A and B, and

4As observed in [25], this semantics has been firstly studied by Clark in [8] and later by Falaschi
et al. in [18], where it has been called c-semantics.



its semantic domain. The following result provides a first semantic interpretation
of functional autodependencies for the s-semantics S defined in [18].

Theorem 5.6 S→∇S is isomorphic to 〈℘(Clause), αs◦ϕP◦γs〉.

The abstraction of a trace interpretation I is an element in S→∇S which encodes
the dependency between input successful traces and output successful computations
that can be obtained by unfolding traces in I. In particular, the elements in S→∇S
(i.e., λx.αS(I∇γS(x))) are actually the best correct approximations for the concrete
operators λx.I∇x : ℘(T a

P (SLD)) → ℘(T a
P (SLD)), for I ∈ ℘(T a

P (SLD)). It is well
known that λx.I∇x is a TP-like function ([17]). Hence, the isomorphism above is
based on the correspondence between TP-like functions and clauses, the latter en-
coding the functional dependency between their bodies and heads. The isomorphism
is therefore given by ı and ı−1, where for each X ∈ ℘(Clause) and f ∈ S→∇S:

ı(X) = TS
X and ı−1(f) = {h ← b̄ | b̄ ∈ Atom∗, h = f(b̄)}. It is worth noticing

that S→∇S corresponds to the well known compositional semantics of Bossi et al.
introduced in [6], specialized for left-to-right selection rule and where each predicate
in P is considered open. Denotations in S→∇S are TP-like functions. The main
difference with the approach of Brogi and Turini [7] is that in [7] the semantics of a
module is a TP-like function, and compositionality is achieved by function compo-
sition, while in S→∇S the semantics of a module is the fixpoint iteration of a trans-
formation of sets of TP-like functions. It is straightforward to prove that S→∇S
is compositional in the sense of [6], i.e., if S→∇S = 〈D,TP〉 and F(P) = lfp(TP)
then for any P1,P2 ∈ Program, F(P1 ∪ P2) = F(F(P1) ∪ F(P2)). Likewise, it
is easy to define the semantics C→∇C and H→∇H, being all compositional in the
sense of [6]. Note that H→∇H corresponds to the compositional semantics in [21].

An interesting feature of this approach is that, being based on arbitrary Galois
connections, it is independent on specific choices for semantic denotations. In par-
ticular, we can compose arbitrary semantics, without being constrained to look for
corresponding syntactic objects as denotation, like clauses, binary clauses, atoms,
etc., which is the case in the standard s-semantics approach. An interesting appli-
cation of this idea is S→∇Call. This semantics models the functional dependencies
between successful computations for predicates and goal-independent call patterns.
It is easy to see that denotations in S→∇Call are functions from ℘(Atom) to
℘(BClause). In particular, a trace interpretation I ∈ ℘(T a

P (SLD)) is abstracted
by αs−c into an object in S→∇Call such that αs−c(I) = λY ∈ ℘(Atom).TCall

αs(I)
(Y).

A semantic interpretation for S→∇Call can be obtained in modular logic program-
ming by the following result. We adopt the notation in [9], and say that for a logic
program (or module) P, open(P) denotes the set of predicates that occur in the
body of a clause in P but are not defined in P. A program Q extends P if Q defines
open(P). Let γs−c be the upper adjoint of αs−c, and Ts−c

P = αs−c◦ϕP◦γs−c.

Theorem 5.7 Let P be a program module and G = b1, ...,bn be a goal. Let Q be
an extension of P and H ⊆ lfp(TS

Q). If f1, ..., fk ∈ lfp(Ts−c
P ), 1 ≤ k ≤ n and for

1 ≤ i ≤ k− 1, hi <<G fi(H) and hk ← b′
k <<G fk(H) are renamed apart from each

other, and ϑ = mgu(〈h1, ...,hk〉, 〈b1, ...,bk〉), then b′
kϑ is a call pattern for G in

P ∪Q.

6 Related works

The most related works are [3, 12, 13, 15, 28]. Cousot and Cousot firstly defined the
reduced cardinal power of abstract interpretations in [12]. This construction, relied



upon the particular semantics of assertions, was based on functional composition
with respect to the meet-operation on assertions, which restricted to additive func-
tions is isomorphic to Nielson’s tensor product of [28]. We generalize those results
for arbitrary operators of composition for concrete denotations, allowing the ap-
proach to be applicable to semantics of logic programming, where trace-unfolding
does not behave like a meet-operation (e.g., it is not commutative). Note, how-
ever, that functional dependencies relatively to an operation of composition are
included into the relational analysis defined by combination of reduced product and
down-set completion ([13, 15]). Functional dependencies are therefore often less ex-
pensive to specify particular domains for relational properties. Recently, Bagnara
in [3] has developed a meta-language for domain combination. This work is strongly
related with our approach being the meta-language a cc-based language, providing
asynchronous interaction of domains. The approach inherits the elegance of the cc-
programming paradigm, hence making available a set of suitable programming tools
to implement domain composition. However, because of this feature, the composi-
tion of abstract domains relies upon (lower) closure operators, which provide the
standard semantic interpretation for cc-based languages. This is enough to specify
meet-autodependencies for abstract domains, yet providing an alternative charac-
terization for the domain Def . The use of cc-like expressions to combine domains
is therefore equivalent to upgrade a domain with some of its lower closures, and it
is in this sense an instance of the general notion of functional dependency. The key
point here is that a cc-based language can be too restrictive to express arbitrary
dependency relations between different abstract domains relatively to non-meet like
operations of composition (e.g., in semantics design).
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